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Introduction

Introduction
HERE Last Mile is an end-to-end tour planning solution for dispatchers and drivers that provides logistics
management, fleet planning, optimization, routing, and analytics and provides full control of delivery operations.
HERE Last Mile allows creating and optimizing tour plans for every vehicle in the fleet based on depot location,
real-time traffic, job constraints, and driver shifts. Then, dispatching each tour straight to the appropriate driver,
ensuring clear communication and visibility between management and employees.
The purpose of this document is to describe the main user flows of HERE Last Mile.
If you are an administrator or a dispatcher using HERE Last Mile, please follow the Dashboard section for detailed
information on the dashboard operations.
If you are a driver using HERE Last Mile mobile app, please find the detailed description of the mobile app
operating in the Driver app section.
For more product information, videos and FAQ, see also HERE Last Mile.
To download this guide in PDF version, please click here.
Pour télécharger ce guide en français au format PDF, veuillez cliquer ici.
For more information on the terms and conditions covering this documentation, see the HERE Documentation
License.
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Quick Start Guide
The HERE Last Mile solution includes a web application for the dispatchers and administrators (the dashboard), and
a mobile application for the drivers. The dashboard is available on the link https://lastmile.here.com/dashboard,
and the mobile driver app on the Google Play.
This section is intended to explain in brief the basic flows for operating both the dispatcher web application and
the driver mobile application and how they interact. You can find the detailed explanation of all the HERE Last Mile
features further in this guide.
Concepts
Dashboard – the web-based application for administrators and dispatchers. This is where the administrator
manages users (dispatchers and drivers), and the dispatchers manage the fleet and the routes.
Optimization – the act of planning a route on the dashboard. One or more orders are selected, as well as one or
more vehicles. The result of optimization is one or more planned routes listed for consideration by the dispatcher.
The result reflects the overall lowest cost. For example, even if 10 vehicles are selected, if HERE Last Mile can
provide the most cost-effective solution for 8 vehicles, then this is reflected in the optimization result.
Driver app – the Android app for drivers available from the Google Play store. The app receives routes dispatched
to the specific driver, who can see the overview, navigate to each stop, complete (with proof) the order pickup or
delivery, and finally end the route. If returns to the depot are necessary, these are added to the end of a route. For
the Driver app detailed instructions click here.
Roles and Permissions
ROLE

PERMISSIONS

Dispatcher

Manages the users (drivers and admins), fleet, and depot information in the dashboard. Has
access to the full range of order management and route planning functionalities, as well as
daily route reports. Dispatcher can view proof of delivery and proof of pickup information
collected by the drivers.

Driver

Receives and undertakes routes in the mobile app, including starting a route, navigating to
each stop, completing the stop activity (pick up or delivery) with proof, and completing the
route at the end.

Admin

Currently the same as a dispatcher.

The common process of planning and executing the routes in HERE Last Mile looks as follows:
1. Dispatcher uploads the orders in the dashboard.
For this, sign in to your account at https://lastmile.here.com/dashboard. On the Orders panel of the planning
view, use the Add orders option. Use your preset orders file in CSV or XLSX format or add your orders manually.
When your orders are added in the dashboard, you are ready to dispatch your route.
2. Dispatcher assigns and optimizes the route with orders to a driver in the dashboard.
Select the desired orders from the Orders list, then select a vehicle and a driver (or several) from the
Assignments to form a route. When a route is formed, click Optimize to perform your route optimization. When
the route is optimized, the Dispatch button will appear just above the driver. Click Dispatch to send the route
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to the driver's app to start it. Now the driver received a new route in his mobile application.
3. Driver completes the route in the mobile application.
For this, as a driver sign in to your Android app. You will get to your route overview. Tap on your route, then tap
Go on a specific assignment to start delivering it, then tap on the assignment tile and tap on the expand button
next to the recipient. Click Mark as complete to complete the assignment or select Unable to complete – such
assignments will be marked as Not done.
4. Dispatcher follows the progress in the dashboard.
Once the driver starts delivering the route, as a dispatcher you can follow the progress in the dashboard. Click
on the expand button next to the desired driver to see the list of all the driver’s assignments. When an
assignment is completed, it is marked with the green checkmark, when failed – with the grey cross.
Additionally, dispatcher can view proof of delivery and proof of pickup information collected by the drivers,
such as signatures, photo proofs and barcode scans.
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Dashboard
HERE Last Mile dashboard is a web application where all the route and fleet management is executed by the
dispatchers and admins. Access the HERE Last Mile dashboard at https://lastmile.here.com/dashboard.

Supported browsers
HERE Last Mile is optimized for the latest versions of Chrome, Firefox, and Safari on desktop but also works with the
latest versions of other common browsers.

Overview
There are five main pages that you use to manage your organization, orders, routes, and to view reports. You can
navigate between them by clicking the respective icons to the left. They are:
Orders Page, or Planning view (1) - here you can manage your orders, plan your routes, assign drivers, and use
the map controls. See Manage orders for details.
Daily reports (2) - here you can view the route reports for the specific date, view the summary of all routes and
the list of individual routes. See Reports for details.
Users (3) - here you can view all the users of your organization with their details, add, edit or remove them. See
Manage users for details.
Depots (4) - here you can add, edit or remove your depots. See Manage depots for details. You can switch
between your depots by using the depot selector at the top left (see below), or you can select the desired
depot directly on the map - hover over a depot icon, and click Select depot in the pop-up.
Fleet (5) - here you can manage your vehicles and vehicle profiles. See Manage Fleet for details.

Figure 1. Dashboard landing page

Additionally, from the main page you can access your User Menu to the bottom left (6), Map Controls to the right (7),
switch between depots to the upper left (8), switch the date to the top (9), and view the ongoing optimization to the
top right (10).
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Getting Started
Accept the invitation and create your account
After you are invited to join HERE Last Mile for your organization, you receive a personal invitation by email from
HERE (account@here.com). The invitation is unique for your email only.
1. Click ‘Accept invitation’, which takes you to HERE Last Mile Welcome page.
2. On the Welcome page create your HERE account – this can be used for all HERE products and services.
3. If you already have a HERE Account, click the 'Sign in' link at the bottom and use your existing email and
password.

Sign in
After you have accepted the invitation and created your account, go to https://lastmile.here.com/dashboard. On
the Welcome to HERE page, enter your email and password.
You can choose to reset your password if forgotten or remember your sign-in information for next time.
If you belong to more than one organization, you are asked to select which one you want to use today, before
seeing the dashboard. Otherwise, you are signed directly into the dashboard.
If you encounter any difficulties with log in, please see the Troubleshooting section for a possible solution.

Manage account settings in User Menu
The first time you sign in to the dashboard, you are asked to accept or decline cookies for HERE Last Mile. In the
Improving services pop-up, click Decline or Accept cookies. You can change your selection via the Improving
services link from the User Menu on the bottom left corner of the dashboard at any time in the future.
Any time you would like to manage basic settings for your account, you can do so from the User Menu.
Click on your account icon to the lower left to proceed to your User Menu. Here you can view your account details name, email and your current organization.
The following options are available in the user menu:
Settings - proceed to check/set your timezone, preferred currency and CSV (order file) export delimiter. These
settings can be changed anytime and are saved until you change them again.

Hint
Changing the timezone affects ALL times you see on the dashboard, including those for planned routes. For
example, a route planned with timezone set to Western European Time (UTC) starting at 2:00 pm changes in the
Assignments panel to start at 3:00 pm when the timezone setting changes to Central European Time (UTC+01:00).
HERE recommends you set the timezone to match the depot from which routes are run.
Sign out - click to sign out from your current account. You will proceed to the Welcome page where you can log
in with your other HERE Last Mile accounts.
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Documentation - direct link to the current HERE Last Mile user documentation.
Support - use this option to send your request to our support team via email if you encounter any issues that
are not covered in this documentation.
Improving services - use this option to view or change your choice regarding the use of cookies.
Send Feedback - at HERE, we want to know what you like and how we can make your HERE Last Mile experience
better. Use this option to tell us your opinion about the application. It is always possible to send feedback,
even if you did not accept cookies to improve HERE Last Mile.
Privacy, terms, and conditions - when signing up for HERE Last Mile, you accept the HERE service terms and
privacy policy. At any time, you may see links to the Service terms, Privacy policy, and Supplier notices from the
user menu.
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Managing Organization
Before you start any planning on the dashboard, you should set up your organization and your fleet. That means
that you need to add the depots, the vehicles and drivers prior to managing the orders. Follow the links below to
find the detailed description of each step:
Add your depot(s)
Add your vehicle profiles
Add your vehicles
Add your users – dispatchers and drivers
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Manage Depots
A depot is the start and end point of all routes in HERE Last Mile. Its opening hours determine the timeframe when
routes may start and end during any day. Every vehicle is connected to a depot, so that its routes can start and end
there. A depot should be created before the fleet and the drivers.
Click on the Depots icon (1) on the menu bar to the left to proceed to the Depots page. Here you can view all your
depots with their details, add (2), edit (3) or remove your depots.

Figure 1. Depots

Add a Depot
Click the plus icon to the upper right to add a new depot. Enter all the depot details in the form, including:
Name – your name to identify the depot when adding vehicles or filtering during route planning.
Address – street number and street.
Postcode – zip or area code.
City - the location city of the depot.
Country code – a 2-letter code, for example, DE for Germany.
Operating hours – add the open and close time for which routes are operational.
When done, click Add depot - your depot will appear in the Depots list.

Hint
The geolocation is automatically added from the address. Check on the HERE Last Mile map on the planning view
(click the calendar icon on the menu bar) that the depot is in the correct location. If not, edit and update the
address.
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Edit a Depot
On the Depots page, all depots are listed. Click the three-dot icon next to the desired depot from the list and then
Edit to change depot information. All details of a depot may be updated.

Hint
If you change the location, check that the depot is in the correct location on the HERE Last Mile map (click the
calendar icon on the menu bar).

Delete a Depot
If you no longer need to plan routes for a particular depot, it is good practice to delete it from HERE Last Mile.

Hint
Deleting a depot does not affect reports from already completed routes at that depot. Report data from previous
days may still be viewed.
On the Depots page, all depots are listed. Click the three-dot icon next to the desired depot and then Delete to
remove the depot.

Hint
You may only delete a depot which is not currently in use. Please complete or cancel all routes from that depot
first.
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Manage Fleet
Click on the Fleet icon (1) on the menu bar to the left to proceed to the Fleet page. Here you can view your Vehicles
and Vehicle Profiles (2), add (3), edit (4) or remove Vehicle Profiles and Vehicles.

Figure 1. Fleet

The HERE Last Mile fleet is comprised of vehicle profiles and vehicles. Vehicle profiles are templates for the same
type of vehicle. Using a profile saves time when you have many vehicles of the same type.
For route optimization, vehicle profile details are used to find the best group of pickups and deliveries for a vehicle
and also provide a valid route, for example avoiding a low tunnel if the vehicle profile for a truck is too high.
Create one or more vehicle profiles first and then add specific vehicles.

Hint
You may choose either car or truck for a vehicle profile. If you choose truck, there are a few additional truck
characteristics you may also add, such as weight and height.
The results from your planning are routes which respect special truck routing aspects. For example, tunnel heights
or streets which are forbidden for trucks.
For example, you may have four Mercedes Sprinter vans in the fleet. Each has the same operational cost and
capacity. You would add one vehicle profile (type car) for the Mercedes Sprinter, and afterwards, add each of the
four individual (with own numberplate) vans as a vehicle attached to the Mercedes Sprinter vehicle profile.

Add a vehicle profile
To add a new vehicle profile, on the Vehicle profiles tab, click Add vehicle profile (3) to the upper right and enter all
the relevant details in the form, including:
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Name – the unique profile name that will be used in the profiles list.
Profile type – choose car or truck.
Cost per KM – your operational cost for this type of vehicle per kilometer, for example, 2 or 2.50 in your
respective currency.
Cost per min – your operational cost for this type of vehicle per minute, for example, 2 or 2.50.
Fixed cost (optional) – your operational fixed cost for this type of vehicle, for example, 67 or 67.50.
Capacity – the maximum volume for this type of vehicle, for example, 80. During route planning, this capacity is
filled with orders, based on their demand.
Example: If there are 10 orders of demand, 8 each, these would fit into a vehicle whose type has a capacity of 80.
Max range (Km) (optional) – the maximum distance this type of vehicle can travel in one route.
Shift time (Hours) (optional) – the maximum number of hours this type of vehicle can be used in one route
(only whole numbers are allowed).
Truck routing limits - Providing this information ensures trucks avoid exceeding clearance and weight
limitations on their route. The following are all optional.
Gross weight – the overall weight of the truck in kilograms, for example 7000
Weight per axle – weight of each axle on the truck in kilograms, for example 3500
Length – length of the truck in centimeters, for example 1380
Height – height of the truck in centimeters, for example 260
Width – the width of the truck in centimeters, for example 245
When done, click Add to save the vehicle profile and see it in the list.

Hint
There is a maximum of two vehicle profiles of type ‘truck’ with truck routing limits added. You may add as many
‘car’ or ‘truck’ (without truck routing limits) vehicle profiles as you like.
Combined together, all the vehicle profile details are used to calculate the most cost-effective routes for the
specific set of orders being planned.

Edit a vehicle profile
To edit an existing vehicle profile click the three dots icon next to the desired profile and select Edit.
You can edit all possible profile settings including profile name and type, cost per km/min, fixed cost, capacity, max
range, and shift time.
When done click Save changes to apply your editing.

Delete a vehicle profile
Should you no longer have certain type of vehicles in your fleet, it is good practice to delete it from HERE Last Mile.
To delete a profile click on the three dots icon next to the desired profile, and select Delete.

Hint
Deleting a vehicle profile does not affect reports from already completed routes using those vehicles. Report data
from previous days may still be viewed.
Hint
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You may only delete a vehicle profile whose individual vehicles are not currently in use. Please complete or cancel
any routes using those vehicles first.

Add a vehicle
Before adding individual vehicles, a depot and a vehicle profile should be created. Vehicles added on this page are
automatically available for route planning.
On the Vehicles tab, click Add vehicle to add a new vehicle profile. Enter all the relevant details on the form,
including:
Vehicle profile – select the type of vehicle you want to add.
Depot location – select the depot out of which the vehicle operates.
Number plate – your vehicle’s unique identifier.
Make (optional) – the type of vehicle.
Model (optional) – the specific model of the vehicle.
Additional info (optional) – any other information about the vehicle which you need for operations.
When done, click Add vehicle to save the vehicle and see it in the list.

Edit a vehicle
To edit an existing vehicle click the three dots icon next to the desired vehicle and select Edit.
Here you can edit all possible vehicle settings like vehicle profile, depot, number plate, make and model, as well as
the additional info.
When done click Save to apply your editing.

Delete a vehicle
If you no longer have a particular vehicle in your fleet, it is good practice to delete it from HERE Last Mile. On the
Fleet page, Vehicles tab, click the three-dot icon and then Delete to remove it from the list; it is no longer available
for route planning.

Hint
Deleting a vehicle does not affect reports from already completed routes using those vehicles. Report data from
previous days may still be viewed.
Hint
You may only delete a vehicle which is not currently in a route. Please complete or cancel the relevant routes first.
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Manage Users
HERE Last Mile users are those who have access to either the dashboard and/or the driver app, for administration,
route planning and executing. Every user logs in to HERE Last Mile with their unique email. Access the Users page
from the menu bar to the left by clicking on the people icon.
The Users page is designed for adding, and managing or removing all types of HERE Last Mile users such as admins,
dispatchers, and drivers (see Roles and Permissions).
Click on the Users icon (1) on the menu bar to the left to proceed to the Users page. Here you can view all the users
of your organization, add (2), edit (3) or remove Vehicle Profiles and Vehicles.

Figure 1. Users page

All the users are listed on the Users page with their details like user name and last name, email, phone number,
and role.
All the Active users (green) are those who have accepted their invitations and activated their accounts by
confirming their emails. Active users with the role Driver are available for assigning to routes during route planning.
All the Invited users (yellow) are those who haven’t accepted invitations yet, therefore their accounts are not
editable yet.
Drivers with the Active status can be set to Inactive (grey) if they are not available for assigning to a route at the
moment for any reason. Click on the three-dots icon next to the desired driver and select Set as Inactive. If a driver
is already assigned to a route, it can’t be set to Inactive.
Drivers with Inactive state can’t be assigned for routes. To make them active again, click on the three-dots icon and
select Set as Active.

Add a User
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To add a user, click the plus icon to the upper right (2) and enter all the user details in the Add new user form,
including:
First name – the name displayed wherever used in HERE Last Mile. For example, for drivers, it is displayed in
the availability list during route planning and on the driver app when logged in.
Last name – the user Last name.
Email – user email address that acts as a unique ID and is necessary for signing in.
Phone number (optional) – user phone number if necessary for your operations.
Role – choose Driver and/or Dispatcher (at least one role is required).
For the Driver, select a depot from the dropdown - the driver will be automatically assigned to that depot. You
can select from the existing depots or None. If None is selected, then this driver won’t be assigned to any
depot, but you can select a depot for this driver later when editing the user.
When done, click Add user to save the user and see them in the list.
Once a new user is added, their status is shown as Invited until they accept the invitation, activate their email, and
sign into HERE Last Mile. Afterwards, they appear as Active in the user list.

Edit a User
To edit user details, click the three-dot icon (3) next to the desired user and select Edit. All details except for the
email address may be updated.

Hint
If a user has a new email address, you add them as a new user and delete their old user. This is important for
verifying the new email address, as it is needed for signing into HERE Last Mile.

Delete a User
Should one of your colleagues be unavailable, it is good practice to remove them from the user list.
For example, driver Robin Andersson leaves your organization; you, therefore, delete them from the user list. Now
they are no longer shown as available for routes, which keeps the list managed and up-to-date for route planning.

Hint
Deleting a user does not affect reports from already completed routes at that depot. Report data from previous
days may still be viewed.
Hint
You may only delete a driver who is not currently assigned to a route. Either un-assign them, or wait until their
route is completed or cancelled first.
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Managing Orders
You need to add orders to the HERE Last Mile dashboard before creating routes. This can be done via a CSV or XLSX
file upload, or by creating individual orders manually.
Generally, the best practice is to upload daily orders in bulk via the CSV or XLSX file and make only small
adjustments to individual orders manually if prompted. The next sections of this guide describe in detail how to do
this, as well as provide some hints on selecting and editing orders during the day.
Depending on your business, a single order can be comprised of:
pickup task
delivery task
both pickup and delivery task
The following sections focus on orders comprised of both pickup and delivery task:
Upload Orders
CSV Format Guide
Working with Orders
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Upload Orders
Add orders via CSV or XLSX file upload
1. Prepare your order file according to the given file format – see the CSV and XLSX Format Guide below.
2. On the Orders panel, click the three-dot icon and select Add orders.
3. By default, you see the Upload file tab on the Add order form.
4. Either drag and drop your file over the form or click Browse files to choose the file from your local drive.
5. Once orders are uploaded, you see a confirmation showing the numbers of orders uploaded and any errors
found.
6. If necessary, fix the errors and re-upload the orders file.
Note that most of the common errors that may occur when uploading CSV or XLSX are explained in the
Troubleshooting section. Check the errors’ explanations to fix your file.
Also, note that the Dashboard doesn't support multiple sheets in XLSX files, so only the first sheet of an XLSX file
will be uploaded.
When done, you will see all the orders listed in the Orders panel.

Hint
You can take an example CSV or XLSX file template directly from the Dashboard at any time. Access this at the
bottom of the Add orders form (you may need to scroll) and click Download .csv template or.xlsx template. Note
that for the XLSX template, you should change the start and end date for the order (or orders) in the downloaded
file before uploading it. The CSV template can be used as is.
Note
HERE Last Mile allows each order ID to be used only once. Please ensure all orders (including past orders) have a
unique order ID.

Add orders manually
1. On the Orders panel, click the three-dot icon and select Add orders.
2. In the Add order form choose the Enter manually tab.
3. Enter all the order details on the form, including:
Order ID (optional) – the order’s unique identifier. If not added, will be generated automatically.
Depot (optional) – the name of the Depot that will execute order. Use the name of the Depot that exists in
the org. If this field is blank, the order will not be assigned to any of the Depots.
Demand (optional) - the physical capacity of the thing to be picked up or delivered. If not specified, then 1
will be specified automatically. Example: Capacity of the vehicle is 1000kg; demand for the order is 10kg
(add 10 for Demand). Or, capacity of a vehicle is 15 cubic metres; demand for an order is 1 cubic metre (add
1 for Demand).
Task type - select Delivery, Pickup, or Pickup & delivery.
Date - the exact date when the order should be executed.
Service time - the time for servicing the pickup or delivery, for example, 3:30 for 3 ½ minutes.
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Time window - the earliest and the latest time a pickup or delivery should be executed.
Business (optional) - the name of the business sending or receiving the delivery or pickup.
Recipient name (optional) - full name of the recipient.
C/O (Care of) (optional) - care of contact name if relevant.
Address - full address of the recipient. Note that only Postal code, City, and Country code are required.
Contact details (optional) - recipient phone number and email.
Latitude and Longitude (optional) - the exact point of the recipient’s location on the map. If not entered,
HERE Last Mile automatically adds them based on the address.
Customer notes (optional) - any specific notes regarding the order or the recipient’s location details.
Order notes (optional) - any specific notes about the delivery (fragile, heavy, etc.)
When done, click Add - your order will be added to the orders list.
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CSV and XLSX Format Guide
For best results, format the CSV or XLSX order file per the table below.
For the CSV, the delimiter can be either ";" (semicolon) or "," (comma). The default is comma. It can be changed by
going to the bottom left corner of the Dashboard, clicking on your account and then selecting Settings.

Hint
If using a comma as part of the order information, it needs to be ‘in quotes’, regardless of which delimiter you are
using.
Note
Several characters can't be used in the text fields when uploading Orders via CSV template or manually. Such
symbols like

${};:"[]=

are illegal characters in the fields.

FIELD
NAME

DESCRIPTION

VALUE

MAXIMUM
LENGTH

EXAMPLE

ID

ID is unique for all orders ever uploaded
for an organization.

Required, unique
(String)

60

123abc456

First
name

Optional,
depending on
order type - first
name of parcels'
recipient
(delivery)/sender
(pickup)

70

John

Last
name

Required,
depending on
order type - last
name of parcels'
recipient
(delivery)/sender
(pickup)

70

Doe

Business
name

The business sending or receiving the
delivery or pickup.

Optional

80

My Business Name

c/o

‘Care of’ contact name if relevant

Optional

40

Care of Name

Required

150

10115 Berlin
Invalidenstr. 116

Address
line 1

Address
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line 2

Latitude

Optional

90.0 to
-90.0

52.12

Longitude

Optional

180.0 to
-180.0

12.32

City

Required

40

Berlin

Postcode

Required

40

10115

Country
code

2 or 3 letter country code, following
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_31661 (alpha-2 and alpha-3)

Required

3

DE

Phone

The end customer’s phone number

Optional

40

+01234567890

Email

The end customer’s email address

Optional

150

john.doe@here.com

Customer
notes

Description of the end customer and
visible on the dashboard only, for
example 'premium customer'. It is an
internal record for HERE Last Mile
customer operations.

Optional

120

Some Notes

Order
notes

Description of the specific order task
and intended to be visible on the
dashboard and for the driver, for
example 'fresh food'

Optional

1000

Some notes

Start time

The earliest time a pickup or delivery
should happen.

Required. Format
MM.DD.YY
HH:mm

Validation
of time
format

03.19.21 08:00

The latest time a pickup or delivery

Required. Format
MM.DD.YY

Validation
of time

End time

03.19.21 18:00
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End time

MM.DD.YY
HH:mm

of time
format

03.19.21 18:00

The time for servicing the pickup or
delivery, for example 3:30 for 3 ½
minutes

Required. Service
time in minutes
or mm:ss
seconds format
in range 0 min 0
sec to 99 min 59
sec.

99:59

3:30

Job type

Part of an order

Required.
Possible values
are delivery,
pickup

pickup or
delivery

delivery

Demand

The physical size of the thing to be
picked up or delivered. Unit is
used/defined per organization per their
business since only a number is
entered. Should be positive value

Optional (integer
only). If not
added, Last Mile
adds '1' by
default.

10

Depot

The name of the Depot executing the
order.

Optional

Berlin Depo

Skills

Driver skills

Optional

Not currently in use.

Tag

Custom user Tag field, allows tagging
and filtering the orders based on the
customer tags. Enables batch planning
of the orders based on areas.

Optional

Service
time (m
or mm:ss)

should happen.

40 per
tag, 10
tags

AML10, AML40, etc
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Validation reference
The CSV or XLSX upload fails and return errors in the following cases:
If the field length exceeds its maximum characters (see Maximum length in the table above)
Order ID is not provided or matches an ID that has already been used
Address field is not provided
Duration, Start and End fields are not set
Demand field value is negative
Geo coordinates are not set
Job type is not one of 'deliver' or 'pickup'
Please check Dashboard Troubleshooting section for more errors' descriptions and solutions.
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Working with Orders
Via Orders List
Switch view
By default, orders in the list show more information, namely:
ID
Address
Recipient name
Time window
This can be reduced to the recipient name and time window by clicking the three-dot icon at the top and choosing
Switch view. Do the same to switch back to the default view.
Note that if Address or Recipients name were not specified in the Order, then this information will be missing from
this view. Such orders will be marked with the yellow dot in the list and with the exclamation mark on the map. It is
suggested for drivers to see the package itself for the missing information.
Filter orders
Filter by status
Filtering orders is useful during the route planning phase. By default, all orders are set to Open when uploaded to
HERE Last Mile. Thereafter, they go through various stages:
All - show orders of all statuses
Open - the order is not assigned to any route, ready for optimization - initial state of an order
Processing - the order status not defined yet as it is being processe at the moment
Scheduled - an optimized order assigned to a planned route, but not accepted by a driver, which means all
activities related to scheduled order are in planned state
Accepted - order accepted by a driver, a driver has confirmed that will perform the task
In progress - the order that has at least one of related activities in progress, meaning theat the driver is
currently working on it
Done - the order was successfully completed
Not possible - the order can not be completed
Returned - the order was returned
To filter the orders by status, click Show to the upper left and select the desired status from the drop-down to show
only orders of that status.
Filter by area (postcode)
You may wish to plan orders in batches by area. Currently, this includes postcode. Use the search box at the top of
the order list to type in one or more postcodes. Select from the drop-down list that shows the matching postcode
for which orders exist. The orders in the list below are filtered accordingly and may be bulk selected for planning
together.
Select orders
Select individual orders by checking the box next to the ID.
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Select multiple orders by clicking one order, holding SHIFT on your keyboard and clicking another order further
down to select anything in between.
Select all orders by hovering over the Orders: (number) | Selected: (number) at the top of the list and checking
the box that appears.

Hint
Selecting any order on the list also highlights it on the map. The reverse is also true. Selecting an order on the map
adds it to the existing selected orders. See also select orders via the map.
Edit orders
Edit individual orders by clicking anywhere on the Order’s information directly in the Orders list, for example
on the address. Click Edit at the top right of the Order details form to edit the following details:
Depot
Demand
Order tags
Date
Task details

Hint
Order ID, task type and geographic coordinates (latitude and longitude) cannot be changed. You may edit the
address, and the coordinates automatically adjust.
Bulk edit more than one order by selecting them first and then clicking the three-dot icon at the top and
clicking Edit selected. For bulk edits, you may chanhge the following details:
Depot
Date
Order tags
Service Time
Time Window
For example, several orders that could not be delivered need to be moved to the following day at the end of the
day. Select these and move in one step to the new date.

Hint
Maximum 100 orders can be edited at a time, unless the orders are already associated with a depot. In which case,
the limit rises to 1500. By default, the date field is set to 'Today', so that it is easy to move orders to today's date.
Please change this field in case you do not wish to change the dates of the selected orders.
Delete orders
Delete individual orders by hovering over the order and clicking on the rubbish bin icon that appears.
Bulk delete more than one order by selecting them first and then click the three-dot icon at the top and
choose Delete selected.

Via the Map
Select orders
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Use the selective cursor mode from the map controls to the right to select the orders on the map.
Individual
Select an individual order by clicking its icon on the map. The clicked order and any nearby orders are
selected. Any previous orders selected are replaced by the new selection. If a pickup order is selected, its
corresponding delivery is also selected and vice versa.
Add more orders to a current selection by holding Shift on your keyboard and clicking the order icons one by
one.
Deselect an individual order by holding Shift on your keyboard and clicking the order icon on the map.
Group
Select all orders in an area by clicking once anywhere on the map and clicking anywhere else. A virtual
rectangle displays on the map between those points and all orders in that area are selected. Any previous
orders selected are replaced by the new selection.
Add more groups of orders when there are already some selected, by holding Shift on your keyboard whilst
selecting the group as above.
Select or deselect individual orders from a group by holding Shift on your keyboard and clicking the order
icons one by one.
For more information on the map in general, see also Using the Map section.
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Managing Routes
Once you have added your vehicles and drivers and uploaded your orders to HERE Last Mile, you are ready to start
planning and dispatching the routes.
All your vehicles are listed on the Assignments panel next to the Orders panel. Routes are visible for the current
and future dates, so it is important to ensure all routes on a day are completed by the drivers in the field. At any
one time, you may see up to four groups listed – available, planned, in progress, and done.

Available
Displays all available vehicles that are not yet planned into a route. These are selected when planning new routes.
These may have drivers already assigned. Vehicle information is displayed for easy identification:
Driver – choose which driver should be assigned to the vehicle.
Model – your vehicle’s unique identifier.
Number plate – your vehicle’s unique identifier.

Planned
Displays all routes that are planned but not yet dispatched. These may have drivers already assigned. Otherwise,
drivers need to be assigned before dispatching. Clicking on a route displays its details in the list and on the map to
the right. Summary route information is displayed in the list:
Driver – choose which driver should be assigned to the vehicle.
Model – your vehicle’s unique identifier.
Number plate – your vehicle’s unique identifier.
The total number of activities (pickups or deliveries).
Route status set to Planned.
(Upon mouse hover) route summary information for the number of stops, cost, distance, start and end time
and total time.
Route information displayed in detail:
Map view of the route.
Driver – choose which driver should be assigned to the vehicle.
Model – your vehicle’s unique identifier.
Number plate – your vehicle’s unique identifier.
Route cost, distance and time.
The total number of stops.
Time of departure from the depot (in your chosen time zone). See also Manage Settings.
Arrows indicating whether an activity is a pickup or delivery.
Status of the activity – automatically set to Planned. In the orders list, displayed as Scheduled.

In Progress
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Displays all dispatched routes. Clicking on a route displays its details in the list and on the map to the right. Once a
route has started, the status of individual orders updates according to the progress on the driver’s HERE Last Mile
app. The same information is shown as for the Planned group of routes, except:
Route status is set to Assigned until the driver starts the first stop, then it moves to In Progress. Detailed activity
statuses also update accordingly as follows:
Accepted – for the pickups when the driver hits Go for their stop. For deliveries - once the respective pickup
has been completed.
In Progress – for pickups and deliveries when the driver hits Go for their stop. In the orders list, also displayed
as In Progress.
Green Tick – for successfully completed pickups and deliveries (driver completes them in the app). In the
orders list, displayed as Done.
Grey X – for unsuccessful deliveries (driver completes them in the app). In the orders list, displayed as Not
Done until the route is completed thereafter as Returned.
Cancelled – for unsuccessful pickups and their matching deliveries (driver completes them in the app). In the
order list, displayed as Open.

HINT
An unsuccessful pickup automatically cancels its planned delivery. In the orders list, it is displayed as OPEN, since
the pickup is assumed to still be at the depot ready for taking into a route.

Done
The list of completed routes, displaying a status of Done or Cancelled.
Inside each type of completed route, there may be successful, failed or cancelled pickups or deliveries.
The driver app automatically leads the driver to return failed deliveries to the starting depot before the route can
be completed. These returns can be identified on the dashboard in the Orders list via the filter for ‘Not done’ status
(they are not shown in the route details). Cancelled pickups and their matching deliveries are shown as Accepted
orders, with the time of cancellation marked in red.

Planning a Route
The steps below are the general flow for the typical route planning, with each step described in detail in the next
sections of this user guide:
1. Create a Route
2. Assign Drivers
3. Dispatch a Route
You may also need to do some of the following actions which are covered in detail here:
Delete a Route
Replan a Route
Move Orders
Handle Returns
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Create a Route
Prerequisite: orders, vehicles, and drivers are available on the dashboard.
1. In the Orders panel of the Planning view, select one or more orders from the list.
2. In the Available group on the Assignments panel select one or more vehicles.
3. Click the Optimise button below. The number of orders you have selected is also displayed on the button. The
time it takes to plan depends on a range of factors, including the number of orders, how many different time
windows for orders need to be assessed, and how many different vehicle profiles are being used.
4. A summary message is displayed when the optimization is complete. This confirms how many orders were
planned into a certain number of routes. Any errors are also listed. The total cost, driving distance and time
show the plan for the fleet. Routes are now displayed in the Planned group on the Assignments panel.

Hint
It is currently possible to optimize up to 1500 orders at one time. Should you have more than this number, please
plan to enter them in batches.
Info
HERE Last Mile optimizes for the most efficient operational cost. That is, if you select 10 vehicles, but the orders can
be most efficiently delivered with eight of those, then eight routes are created. You can ‘force’ route creation for all
vehicles by planning in smaller batches and selecting a smaller number of vehicles each time, so that a route is
created for each vehicle.
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Assign Drivers
Vehicles are listed on the Assignments panel. Drivers may be assigned to a vehicle that is in the Available or
Planned group.

Automatic
Select one or more routes. Click the three-dot icon at the top of the Assignments panel and then Auto-assign Driver
to add drivers. They are filled randomly from the available drivers.

Manual
Click the arrow on the vehicle and choose from all available drivers. Drivers that are already assigned to a vehicle
or route cannot be added. You may assign a driver before or after creating a route, but there must be a driver prior
to dispatching a route.
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Dispatch a Route
Planned routes are ready to be dispatched once a driver has been assigned.
On the Assignments panel, select one or more Planned routes and click Dispatch.
The driver receives a notification and can then accept, view, and start their route. On the dashboard, the route
moves to the In progress group of routes on the Assignments panel.
As the driver starts executing the route, you will see it on the map. Also, if Location Tracking is enabled in the
driver's app, you will see the exact driver's location on your map during the route.
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Delete a Route
You may delete a route if:
it is in the Planned group, that is, before being dispatched. To delete a route, hover over the route in the list
and click the red cross. All orders are then shown in the Orders list as Open and can be planned again.
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Replan a Route
A dispatcher can replan routes when they are already planned and optimized, as well as when they are already in
progress.

Adjust a Planned Route
You may add or remove orders for any planned routes, as long as criteria for the route’s vehicle such as vehicle
capacity, start and end time, and maximum shift time are respected.
To add an order, select it from the Orders panel and select the route you want to adjust from the Assignments
panel. Click the three-dot icon at the top of the Orders panel and select Assign to route. The route will be updated
immediately. If for some reason the route can not be adjusted, you will see the respective error message.
To remove a pickup or delivery, hover over it and click the red cross. Removing a pickup removes the matching
delivery and vice versa.

Adjust a Route In Progress
In the same way, as you may adjust the planned routes, you may add or remove orders for the routes that have
been dispatched and are in progress. In this case exercise caution, as the routes in progress were optimized for the
most cost-effective plan, which could result in some stops being reordered.
To add orders for a route that was planned and dispatched and that is in progress at the moment, select the
order(s) from the Orders section, then select the desired route that is in progress, click on three dots at the top
right, and click Assign to route in the drop-down. In the Route Replanning pop up you will see the new route
information highlighted in green and the old route information below marked with grey to compare the difference.
If you are agree to replan the route in the suggested way, click Update Route to confirm replanning. Now your route
is updated and recalculated automatically. Now the Route overview in the Assignments section displays the new
updated route that was sent to the driver.
If after suggested replanning you do not agree to confirm the route updates for some reason, just click Cancel in
the route replanning confirmation pop up, and the replanning will be canceled, and no updates will be sent to the
driver.
You can remove a pickup or delivery from the route that is in progress by hovering over it and clicking the red cross
next to it. Removing a pickup removes the matching delivery and vice versa.
Hint
If a driver already started working on an order, you may no longer adjust that specific order. But you can add
new orders to the current route, or remove orders as far as they are not being executed yet.
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Move Orders
In case if some orders of a route should be moved to the route for another day, you can easily move them to a
different date.
Select one or more orders from a route. At the top of the Orders panel, click the three-dot icon, then click Edit
selected. In the pop-up menu specify the new date on the calendar to view the moved orders since the date
determines which orders are displayed.
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Handle Returns
When an order fails for any reason, it is automatically added as a return to the depot for that route. The driver sees
that they need to return any orders to the depot before completing the route.
Such orders can be identified in the details for a route by a red cross or status Cancelled. They appear in the list on
the Orders panel as Not Done, until they are returned to the depot and the route completed. Then their status
changes to Returned.
You may filter for Returned orders from the top Show: menu. See also Filter by status.
Select these orders. At the top of the Orders panel, click the three-dot icon and then Edit selected to reopen them.
You may also move them to another date at the same time. Once completed, these orders show a status of
Reopened and can be planned into a route the same as for all other Open orders.
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Complete a Route on Behalf of a Driver
Sometimes a dispatcher or an admin may need to complete a route on behalf of a driver. It may happen when a
driver hasn't completed his route (completed all tasks but failed to tap the 'End Route' button in his driver app) and
is not available the next day or several days after the route was executed.
In this situation, you can select this route and click on three dots in the upper right of the Assignments sections,
and select Complete route from the dropdown. In the pop up that will show up, you may additionally select the
exact time when you would like the route should be ended. When done click Confirm - the route will be moved to
Done and will be considered as completed.
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Using the Map
Location is the critical part of any order or route plan. The HERE Last Mile map provides the visual overview of your
operations directly after order upload, until every last route has been completed.

Map view
The map is displayed by default in the planning view once you have signed in to the HERE Last Mile dashboard. The
Orders and Assignments panels are set to open, floating on top of the map. For a larger map view, you may
minimize the panels by clicking the minus on the top right corner of each panel. Clicking the panel icons on the
map restores the panels when needed. Otherwise, the map is always displayed on the right side of the dashboard
planning view.
When orders are selected in the Orders panel, they are also selected in the map and highlighted in a different
colour from the other orders shown. You may also select orders directly on the map and they are also selected in
the Orders panel. See the user guide section managing orders via the map for more details.

Location Tracking
HERE Last Mile allows tracking the drivers' location on the map during the route. To enable Location Tracking, the
respective option should be switched on in the driver's application. Click here for details.
When Location Tracking is enabled, you will see the exact driver's location on the map during the route.

Map controls
The map controls are on the bottom right corner of the map. These are:
Zoom in (+) and zoom out (-). Mouse wheels also zoom if you prefer.
Map layer. Switch between the Default, Reduced (not applicable for work in Japan), and Satellite backgrounds.
Additionally you can switch on/off Traffic and Incidents (traffic data is not yet available for the Japan web
dashboard).
Cursor mode - switch between the normal cursor mode to move the map, and the selective mode for selecting
the orders on the map.
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Daily Reports
HERE Last Mile offers the Daily Report feature that summarizes route data and displays it in charts and tables for
easy view and analytics. Access the Daily Report page from the menu bar to the left by clicking on the column chart
icon under the calendar. Select the desired depot from the dropdown and the calendar date at the top of the page
to load data. By default, the current date is displayed.

Note
Only completed route data is the part of the reporting page. Any canceled routes are not included.

Routes Overall
The Route Overall section contains the summary of all the day’s routes of the depot including:
The total number of routes executed during the selected date.
Planned totals - the overall planned cost, distance, and time spent for all the routes.
Averages per route - the average number of orders, stops, and individual tasks (pickups or deliveries) per
route.
Order volume – the total number of tasks with the percent breakdown by pickup and delivery.
On-time vs. Delayed – the percentage of pickups and deliveries completed within or outside of their planned
time windows.
Successful deliveries – percentage delivered to the intended recipient or to another person.
Not delivered – the total number and percent of the unsuccessful deliveries with the reason explained.

Individual Route Report
The Individual Route Report section displays the summary for each route of the day separately, including:
The name of the driver, their route number, the route start and end times.
Planned totals - the overall planned cost, distance, and time spent for the route.
Route summary - the number of orders, stops, and individual tasks within the route.
Order volume – the total number of tasks with a percent breakdown by pickup and delivery.
On-time vs. delayed – the percentage of pickups and deliveries completed within or outside of their planned
time window.
Successful deliveries – percentage delivered to the intended recipient or to another person.
Not delivered – for unsuccessful deliveries with the reason explained.

Export Report Data
The Daily report page may be printed or exported as a CSV file by clicking one of the buttons on the top right corner
of the page.
Additionally, individual routes may be exported as CSV files by clicking Export as .csv to the top right corner of the
Individual Route Report section.
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Troubleshooting
TOPIC

SITUATION

SOLUTION

Route
optimization

Not all orders
can be
planned into
routes.

HERE Last Mile displays errors when orders cannot be added to routes.
Depending on the error, you may need to change some order information,
such as time window or check your vehicle properties. See possible errors
below.

Route
results

You selected
10 vehicles
but only eight
were used in
the routes
that were
created.

HERE Last Mile optimizes for the most efficient operational cost. That is, if
you select 10 vehicles, but the orders can be most efficiently delivered
with eight of those, then eight routes are created. You can ‘force’ route
creation by planning in smaller batches and selecting a smaller number of
vehicles each time, so that a route is created for each vehicle.

Uploading
CSV or XLSX

Your orders
file could not
be uploaded
to HERE Last
Mile.

HERE Last Mile displays errors when your CSV or XLSX upload fails.
Depending on the error type you should fix possible issues in your file to
upload it. See possible errors below.

Log in to
Dashboard

Can not log in
to Dashboard
- always
return to the
Log in page.

If you can not log in to the Dashboard and repetitively return to the Log in
page after several attempts, you should make sure that you are not using
the same account for the dispatcher and the driver in the same route,
since HERE Last Mile expects those to be two different accounts.

Accept
Invitation
failed

Error:
Couldn't
complete
your request.

If you click the 'Accept Invitation' link in your email then see the error
message "Couldn't complete your request. Please try again", you should
copy the link from the email and open it in an Incognito/InPrivate browser
window.

Route Optimization Errors
ERROR
MESSAGE

SOLUTION

Doesn't
fit into
any
vehicle
due to
limited
capacity
()

You were trying to assign too many items to a vehicle, which doesn’t match its capacity. Those
items were not included in the route, try to assign them to another vehicle.

Can't be
visited
within
time
window ()

You were trying to assign a job that can't be completed because there's either not enough time
in the driver's workday, or the depot is closed at the moment. Try to assign this order to
another driver with the respective time window, or check the depot working hours and try to
assign it when the depot is open. Another reason is that you might have specified a long service
time for some of the orders e.g. 90 minutes versus 5 minutes.

No
reason

You were trying to assign a job to a vehicle, but the job can't be completed with this vehicle
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found ()
This route
includes
at least
one
blocked
or closed
road.

The route will not include some specific order as the vehicle won’t be able to reach the specific
location due to blocked or closed roads. You will be able to proceed with such an order when
the road situation changes.

Can't be
assigned
due to
vehicle's
distance
constraint
()

The job can't be completed using this vehicle because it can't travel far enough to reach the job
site. Try to assign this job to another vehicle.

Can't be
assigned
due to
vehicle's
shift-time
constraint
()

The job can't be completed using this vehicle because the vehicle is not available at the
required time. Try to use another vehicle with the respective shift-time schedule.

Can't
serve
required
skill ()

Skill is a specific ability that a driver and/or vehicle must have in order to complete this job. If
you got this error, then you should revisit the vehicle or the driver for this order.

Other
errors ()

You were trying to assign a job to a driver that can't be completed because there was some sort
of error and it is not any of the known error types.

CSV and XLSX Upload Errors
ERROR MESSAGE

SOLUTION

Address/ID/Recipient or business name not
properly defined.

Make sure that your order address, ID, recipient or
business name are specified correctly in your
template.

Some required columns are missing.

The CSV or XLSX template can not be uploaded with
the missing required fields. Check the CSV and XLSX
Format Guide for detailed information on which
fields are required or optional.

Need to use date/time format 'MM.DD.YY HH:mm' or
'MM.DD.YY HH:mm Z'

Make sure that the date and time format for your
order are specified correctly. Check the CSV and XLSX
Format Guide for detailed information.

Provided value for (field) is too long. Limit is ()
characters.

Occurs when a certain field(s) exceeds the allowed
length limit. Reduce the number of characters in the
specified field to the allowed number and try again.

The file contains at least one job with an ID that was
imported previously. Please make sure all IDs are
unique for all jobs and uploads and try again.

The IDs in your CSV file are unique and can be used
only once in HERE Last Mile, so you should make sure
that no ID in your .csv file matches the previously
used IDs.
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The file contains the wrong format for "demand".
Please make sure the value is a positive whole
number and try again.

Check the Demand field - most probably the
specified value is negative or not a whole number.

Depot name needs to be the same for a single job
ID.

Occurs if the depot name is different for the single
job ID. Check that the specific job ID is not repeated
for the different depots.

Depot name does not match any of the known
depots. Either correct or remove it.

Occurs if your file contains depot names that do not
exist in your organization or the depot name was not
specified correctly.

Uploaded file has customer notes containing invalid
characters.

Occurs if the uploaded file contains invalid
characters in the customer notes. See CSV and XLSX
Format Guide for details.

Uploaded file has order notes containing invalid
characters.

Occurs if the uploaded file contains invalid
characters in the order notes. See CSV and XLSX
Format Guide for details.

Uploaded file has incorrect columns. These columns
are required: ID, First name, Last name, Business
name, c/o, Address line1, Address line2, Latitude,
Longitude, City, Postal Code, Country code, Phone,
Email, Customer notes, Order notes, Start Time, End
Time, Service time [m / m:ss], Job type, Demand,
Skills, Depot name.

Occurs if some of the required fields are missing. See
CSV and XLSX Format Guide for details.

Need to use service time format 'm' or 'm:ss', up to
99:59.

Occurs if the wrong time format is used. Check the
time format specified in the fields like Start Time, End
Time, Service Time.

Use only permitted characters in the 'Last name'
field, i.e., all characters except $ { } ; : " [ ] \ and =.
Please correct and try again.

Occurs if the uploaded file contains invalid
characters in the Last Name field. See CSV and XLSX
Format Guide for details.

Make sure the order record doesn't contain any
Unicode characters in the range U+2000 – U+206F.

General Punctuation is a Unicode block containing
punctuation, spacing, and formatting characters for
use with all scripts and writing systems. Included are
the defined-width spaces, joining formats, directional
formats, smart quotes, archaic and novel punctuation
such as the interrobang, and invisible mathematical
operators.

There are open double quotation marks (") in a
string or strings. Change them to single quotation
marks ('), or nest the whole string containing double
quotation marks in single quotation marks (for
example, change apple"pear to 'apple"pear').

Occurs when some data in a comma-separated value
database have double quote marks that are not
paired.

The file includes multiple timezones for an order.
There can be only one timezone per order (pickup
and delivery).

Occurs when an order has so different locations for
pickup and delivery so the timezones are not equal
and this order can not be processed.

Time window start time is after the end time.

Occurs when the provided job time window start time
is after the time window's end time. Check the Start
Time and End Time fields and try again.
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Limitations
The following limitations currently apply to the HERE Last Mile dashboard. These are related to organization, order
and route management.
Maximum 1500 orders per order CSV or XLSX file upload
Maximum 1500 orders optimized at any one time
Returns are automatically back to the depot where the route started
Daily reports include statistics from completed routes only. No data from cancelled routes are included.
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Driver App
Overview
HERE Last Mile driver application - the mobile app for drivers that is available for Android and iOS devices. In this
app drivers receive routes dispatched and assigned to them, can see the overview, navigate to each stop, complete
(with proof) the order pickup or delivery, and finally end the route. The completed routes are received by the
dispatchers automatically in their HERE Last Mile dashboard account.
HERE Last Mile supports mobile devices running the last 4 major Android versions and the last 2 major iOS versions.
Tablet devices are not supported.
Use the links below to get detailed information on how to operate the application:
Getting Started
Perform a Route
Profile Options
Settings
Troubleshooting
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Getting Started
The common process for a driver in the HERE Last Mile driver app looks as follows. You as a driver receive a route
in your driver app. The route is optimized by the dispatcher and all the orders’ details that you may need when
executing it are specified. You execute the orders, marking them as complete when the delivery or pickup succeeds,
or incomplete when it fails. All your actions in the driver app are automatically synchronized with the Web
Dashboard, so that the dispatcher can review your progress whenever the need arises. This way, there is no
additional communication required. When the route is complete it is automatically seen by the dispatcher and
billed by the system.
Follow the steps below to start with HERE Last Mile Driver’s mobile app:

Accept Invitation
To start using HERE Last Mile mobile app you should be invited to create your account. When you are invited to
your organization, you receive a personal invitation by email from HERE (account@here.com). This is unique for
your email address only.
Proceed to your email inbox, open the email from account@here.com and tap Accept invitation. It will take you to
HERE Last Mile Welcome page.

Create a HERE Account or Sign in with the Existing One
Tapping Accept Invitation loads up a HERE Account page, where you can create a HERE Account. The email address
field already has your email address. Enter the required information and create your password. When done click
Create an account.
When your account is created, the system will ask you to allow access to your HERE account data, such as your
profile, email address, and phone number. This is required for the correct operation of the application, so you
should tap Accept.
If you already have a HERE Account, click Sign in at the bottom and use your existing email and password.

Confirm Email Address
When your account is created, proceed to your email inbox, find a new email from HERE and tap Confirm Email
inside the email.

Download the App from Google Play or AppStore
When your account is created and the email confirmed, you will be suggested to download the application on your
device. Tap Get it on Google Play if you are using Android, or Get it from App Store if you are using iOS.
Alternatively, you can search for the app by entering HERE Last Mile in the Google Play Store or App Store search
box.

Running the App for the First Time
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After you install HERE Last Mile on your phone, start the application and you are welcomed on the Sign-in page.
Enter your HERE account email address and password to log in.
When logged in for the first time, you will be suggested to turn on Locations and Push notifications on your device.
The location needs to be turned on for using turn-by-turn navigation in your app, and for using the location
tracking. the Push notifications should be allowed to inform you regarding the new assignments and route updates.
Tap OK, then select the desired option - while using the app, only this time, or don't allow.
Next, you will be suggested to turn on traffic. Tap OK to turn traffic on, or No to skip this step. Note that you will be
able to turn traffic on or off later at any time when using the app.
Next up, you will be suggested to allow HERE Last Mile to collect the app usage info and WiFi and cellular usage
info. Tap OK to enable data collection, or No to disable.
If you have enabled using location on the first step, you will see the notification saying that the location is on. Tap I
Understand to confirm.
Next up, you will see the notification suggesting to allow precise location. If you would like to enable this option,
tap Go to settings, and in the App Info section tap App Permissions. Here all your current permissions policy is
displayed including Location, Camera, Files and Media, Microphone, and Physical activity. Set up the permissions of
your choice and tap Back to return to the app main screen. Alternatively, tap Dismiss in the Allow precise location
notification, to skip this step.
In case you are a part of multiple organizations, you might get a prompt where you simply tap on the organization
you are working with today.
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Executing a Route
Proceed to the sections below to learn how all the typical operations for executing a route are performed. Note
that your route may consist of deliveries and pickups, check the respective sections to learn how they differ and
what are best practices to execute them.
Route Overview
Pickup
Delivery
Next Order
Return to Depot
Complete Returns
End Route
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Route Overview

Route Overview
Once you have logged in and performed the first setups, you are presented with the Map view with the Route menu
selected by default in the Route tab at the bottom of the screen. When a route is dispatched and assigned to you,
you will see the pop-up at the top of the screen suggesting to start the route.
Before you start the route, you can swipe the route stops to view their details.
Alternatively, tap Stop List next to the Route button, to view the full list of the stops. Select the Returns tab to view
the list of returns, if there are any. You can use this view any time during the route execution.
Also, if you tap the Progress button at the bottom of the screen, you can view the progress of the route execution
divided by overall Stops, Pickups and Deliveries.
When you are ready to start, tap Start, you will see the Route overview screen.

Figure 1. Route overview
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Route Overview

The first stop is the depot, where you can pick up your orders for the day. Tap the navigation button to activate
turn-by-turn navigation.
Note that if Location Tracking is enabled in your app, then it starts sending your location data to the dispatcher
when you start the route.
Also note that you can anytime tap Scan at the left bottom to scan a barcode to proceed to a pickup or delivery for
that specific item.
Once you reach the depot, tap on the Pickups to complete them.
Note that some orders may miss the exact address and the recipient name. Such orders are marked with the yellow
exclamation mark in your Route Overview and on the map. You can check the missing information directly on the
package, then tap the edit icon at the top right, and add the address manually. In this way you will be able to use
turn-by-turn navigation for such orders.
In case you want to navigate to an address that is not part of a given route, you can use the search button on the
top left of the screen. Please note that this functionality requires a network connection.
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Pickup
Complete Pickup
Notice that the pickups are listed in the reverse order so that you first load your vehicle with the pickups for your
last delivery stop. In this way, you can easily access the deliveries you need early in the route.
Once you arrive at your pickup destination, swipe up and tap Pickup.

Figure 1. Pickup single completion

If you were able to complete your pickup, you have an option to use the barcode reader, get a customer signature,
or take a photograph of the pickup item, as proof of pickup.
To scan the pickup item, expand the stop card and tap Pickup (or check several Pickups in the list if there is
more than one pickup in the task), then in the pickup menu, tap on the Scan button and point your camera on
the parcel barcode. When the barcode is scanned, the Scan button will be displayed as checked.
Alternatively, tap the Scan button at the bottom left of your main screen to scan an item - in this way the
scan menu screen will open automatically. Scan the barcode on the item (or several), then tap Pickup to
proceed to the pickup screen and tap Mark as Picked up.
To get a customer's signature, in the pickup menu tap on the pen icon, allow a customer to sign and tap Done.
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Pickup

To make a photo of the item, tap on the photo icon, make a photo of the item and confirm or retake the photo
if prompted.
You also have the option to add a driver's note. Your dispatcher will see the proof of pickup such as a barcode
scan, signature, or photo in his dashboard.
When done, tap Mark as Picked up at the bottom of the screen.
You are then presented with the follow-up task. You can expand the task stop card to see more details, or collapse
it back to see the map overview. Tap the Directions icon, to start turn-by-turn navigation to the next stop.

Unable to Complete Pickup
In case you were not able to complete a pickup, select the Unable tab on the upper-right of the screen.
Here you can add a photo to prove the failed delivery.
Tap Select reason to give more details. Please note that this list is scrollable.
Optionally you can add a comment in the Notes section below to be read by the dispatcher.
When done, tap Unable to complete.
Such Pickup will be displayed in the Dashboard for dispatcher as Unable.
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Delivery
Complete Delivery
Once you arrive at your delivery destination, expand the stop card and tap Delivery. If you were able to complete
your delivery, you have the option to use the Barcode-reader, get a customer signature, or take a photograph of the
delivered item, as proof of delivery.

Figure 1. Complete delivery

To scan the delivery item, expand the stop card and tap Delivery (or check several Deliveries in the list if there
is more than one delivery in the task), then in the Delivery menu, tap on the Scan button and point your
camera on the parcel barcode. When the barcode is scanned, the Scan button will be displayed as checked.
Alternatively, tap the Scan button at the bottom left of your main screen to scan an item - in this way the
scan menu screen will open automatically. Scan the barcode on the item (or several), then tap Delivery to
proceed to the delivery screen and tap Mark as Deivered.
To get a customer's signature, in the Delivery menu tap on the pen icon, allow a customer to sign and tap Done.
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To make a photo of the item, tap on the photo icon, make a photo of the item and confirm or retake the photo
if prompted.
You can specify if the order was delivered to the recipient, a neighbour, or a depot. Tap Deliver to and select the
related from the dropdow. If it is to a neighbour, then you can specify the name of the person who received the
order and his/her address. If its to a depot, then you can selest the related depot from the list.
You also have the option to add a driver's note. Your dispatcher will see the proof of delivery such as a barcode
scan, signature, or photo in his dashboard.
When done, tap Mark as Picked up at the bottom of the screen.
You are then presented with the follow-up task. You can expand the task stop card to see more details, or collapse
it back to see the map overview. Tap the Directions icon, to start turn-by-turn navigation to the next stop.

Unable to Complete Delivery
In case you were not able to complete the delivery, select the Unable tab on the upper-right of the screen.
Again, here you can add a photo to prove the failed delivery.
Tap Select reason to give more details. Please note that this list is scrollable.
Optionally you can add a comment in the Notes section below to be read by the dispatcher.
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Delivery

Figure 2. Unable to complete reasons

When done, tap Unable to Complete.
Such Delivery will be displayed in the Dashboard for the dispatcher as Unable.

Re-attempt Delivery
You can return to the failed delivery later to re-attempt delivering it.
To do so, select a failed delivery from your current route that you are going to re-attempt, press and hold on it. You
will see the message asking if you would like to reopen it. Tap OK, and the delivery will become active again.
Once you reopen a delivery, you can try to deliver it again and mark it as Complete if it succeeds or Unable if it fails
again.
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Next Order
After completing the order, tap the cross icon at the top right corner to close the current order and proceed to the
next order. You can follow the same procedure by hitting the Directions button for the turn-by-turn navigation,
then completing the order.

Figure 1. Move to next order

Alternatively, tap on the next order tile to expand it, then tap Pickup or Delivery depending on the order, and then
complete the order without using the step-by-step navihation if you don't need it.
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Replanning a Route
A route that was assigned to a driver or that is already in progress, can be replanned by a dispatcher.
When executing a route, once a dispatcher replans a route, you receive the message in the driver app saying that
the Route has updates. Tap See list to view the detailed list of the route updates. Tap OK to accept the updated
route.
When you confirm the route update, then the route is recalculated automatically and the new optimized route will
continue.
If a route is cancelled by the dispatcher while you are executing it, then you receive a message saying the t Your
route is cancelled. Tap OK to accept route cancellation.
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Return to Depot
After you complete your last order, you will be prompted to end the route in the pop-up at the top of the screen. To
return to depot, tap the Directions button and follow the turn-by-turn navigation.

Figure 1. Complete return
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Complete Returns
If you were unable to deliver any items during the route, then after you completed all the tasks, before returning to
the depot, you will be suggested to complete the returns. You will see the Return Stop tiles with the reverse arrow,
suggesting you to swipe back to the Delivery tile to re-attempt the delivery. If you are not able to re-attempt, then
expand the Return Stop tile and verify that the delivery address here is the addres of the depot by default. Tap
Delivery, and in the Return to field specify the name of the person at the depot and optionally add a driver note.
Tap Mark as returned below.
You can get proof of the return by using the barcode scanner, getting a signature, or taking a photograph.
Tapping Mark as returned closes the Complete return screen.

Figure 1. Complete return with name
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Complete Returns
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End Route
When all the orders are executed, it is very important to tap End Route so that the dispatcher gets notified that the
route is complete and that there are no further actions planned by the driver.
If there are any unsuccessful deliveries when the route ends, the driver app automatically adds those as returns for
the depot and you see an extra stop in the route that takes you back to the depot. See also Return to Depot.
When all the orders in the route are completed, the notification will pop up at the top of the screen. Tap End Route
to complete the route.

Figure 1. End route

Once you end your route, you will see the Route Summary screen with overall route statistics including all the
stops, deliveries, pickups, returns, and tasks.
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End Route

If you will try to start a new route while another route is not finished (you haven't tapped End route), then you will
see a notification saying that your route was not completed. Tap End Route in the notification pop-up to complete
the route and to be able to start a new one.
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Profile Tab
Tap on the profile icon to the bottom right to reveal the Profile tab. This shows your name, email address, and the
different menu items available.

Figure 1. Main menu

Location Tracking - tap the toggle to enable or disable dispatchers to track your current location. Note that to
use Location Tracking, you should turn on location all the time in your device settings.
Organization - displays the current organization you are registered for.
Activity status - displays your current status.
Upcoming routes - view the upcoming routes that have not yet been dispatched to you.
Settings - basic application settings like downloading maps, voice options, route preferences, etc. See the
Settings section for details.
Give feedback - allows you to answer one question about how likely you are to recommend HERE Last Mile.
About - tap to access the End User Terms and Privacy Policy, Privacy in HERE Last Mile, Supplier and Open
source software notices, and data clearance options.
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Support - contact HERE Last Mile support.
Sign out - allows you to return to the Sign-in screen, and sign in to a different organization if applicable.
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Settings

Settings
From the main screen, tap on your Profile at the right bottom, then tap Settings, to open the Settings menu which
has multiple options that you can adjust.

Figure 1. Settings

Appearence - allows switching between Light and Dark theme of the app interface. Light theme is set by
default.
Voice Options - allows selecting voice type for the turn-by-turn navigation. Tap Voice Options, then tap Change
Language to select the desired language, or tap None to disable voice navigation. Below you can select the
Voice Guidance Volume - select Soft, Normal, or Loud. Tap Play test sound to test the selected Voice Guidance
Volume.
Route preferences - allows enabling or disabling avoiding ferries, motorways, tunnels, toll roads, or unpaved
roads. Also here you can set the type of the route that will be built for you - balanced, fastest, or shortest.
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Download Maps - allows downloading detailed maps of your region for the offline navigation. This option
reduces the amount of data that your phone downloads when you are on the road. Tap Download Maps, then
tap Download new maps to the bottom and select the desired region and country. Enable Download via Wi-Fi
only, to save your mobile internet data. Enable Automatically update maps to allow automatic data update
when it is available.
Voice Options - allows selecting voice type for the turn-by-turn navigation. Tap Voice Options, then tap Change
Language to select the desired language, or tap None to disable voice navigation. Below you can select the
Voice Guidance Volume - select Soft, Normal, or Loud. Tap Play test sound to test the selected Voice Guidance
Volume.
Route preferences - allows enabling or disabling avoiding ferries, motorways, tunnels, toll roads, or unpaved
roads. Also here you can set the type of the route that will be built for you - balanced, fastest, or shortest.
Download Maps - allows downloading detailed maps of your region for the offline navigation. This option
reduces the amount of data that your phone downloads when you are on the road. Tap Download Maps, then
tap Download new maps to the bottom and select the desired region and country. Enable Download via Wi-Fi
only, to save your mobile internet data. Enable Automatically update maps to allow automatic data update
when it is available.
Use offline maps - when enabled, then your app will only use downloaded maps and will not use live maps.
Show traffic on the map - enable or disable showing current traffic on the roads.
Map options - settings for map orientation and map features. Here you can select 3D or 2D maps, enable or
disable showing landmarks and 3D buildings.
Documentation - tap to proceed to the full user documentation for HERE Last Mile Dashboard and Driver app.
Positioning consent - enable or disable sharing app usage data to help HERE better understand how the Last
Mile app is used. Also, the link inside takes you to the privacy policy.
Documentation - tap to proceed to the full user documentation for HERE Last Mile Dashboard and Driver app.
Positioning consent - enable or disable sharing app usage data to help HERE better understand how the Last
Mile app is used. The link at the bottom of the page takes you to the privacy policy.
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Troubleshooting
TOPIC

SITUATION

SOLUTION

Invitation:
Unable to
create
HERE
account.

During the Accept invitation
process, you get the error
message "There’s already an
account with that email
address".

Just click Sign in at the bottom of the page, to sign in with
your already-existing HERE account email address.

Sign in

Unable to sign-in to HERE Last
Mile.

1) Please ensure that you are using the email address and
password that you confirmed to your dispatcher. 2) In case
you forgot the password, you can also use the Forgot
password link to reset your password.

Route
execution

Dispatcher says I did not End
the route or Complete the
route

Open the HERE Last Mile app on your phone and tap on
End route (See the End route section).
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Help

Need Help?
If you need assistance with HERE Last Mile or any other HERE product, select one of the following options.
If you have a HERE representative, contact them when you have questions/issues.
On the dashboard you may file a request by going to the bottom left corner of the dashboard, clicking on your
account, and then selecting Support.
Drivers using the driver app should contact their dispatcher in case further support is needed.
For more product information, videos and FAQS, see also HERE Last Mile.
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